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XTI-R | 2.0 Rail Series XTI-R | 3.0 Rail Series

Warranties

QUALITY ASSURED 

Xero Linear Lighting Systems extends an (industry leading) full 7 year warranty using Proformax 
light engines to the original purchaser for the XTA and XTS series of profiles. For more 
information on warranty visit xerolighting.com/warranty L80 B70 82.000k hours @ 35°C. 
Proformax boards are CRI 90 as standard and have the highest efficiency currently on the 
market. The Proformax boards also have the lowest sulfurisation deteriorisation. 

Xero lighting Group XTA and XTI Luminaires use Xeramix l boards and TCI drivers and are 
conditionally warranted for a period of 70 Years at L90 B70 114,000k hours@ 50°C. 
The evaluation method for luminous flux under this warranty shall follow the LM79 standard. 

Xero lighting Group Luminaires use Xeramix R boards and TCI drivers and are conditionally 
warranted for a period of l5 Years at L90 B70  114,000k hours @ 50°C. The evaluation method 
for luminous flux under this warranty shall follow the LM79 standard. 

Xero Linear Lighting Systems extends an (industry leading) full 5 year warranty using Proformax 
RGBW light engines to the original purchaser for the XTA, XTI and XTS series of profiles.
at L80 B10 @ 25ºC. The evaluation method for luminous flux under this warranty shall follow 
the LM79 standard. Proformax RGBW boards are CRI 80 as standard. 
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